
 VANCOUVER YOUTH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 

AUDITION POLICIES 

The VYSO 2016 - 2017 season is coming to a close and we are preparing for our 2017 – 2018season 
auditions. As you may know, new and returning musicians are required to audition every year. Our conductors 
and independent adjudicators need to hear each musician audition annually, to evaluate progress and to 
determine suitable orchestra and section placement.  They have been listening to countless musicians year 
after year and they know very well what is best for each player and for each VYSO orchestra.  

As each of you prepares for your next VYSO audition, we ask that you take note of the many factors that are 
considered before seats are offered for next season’s orchestras. Musical ability is not the only selection 
criteria. Age, experience, commitment, fairness to both new and returning musicians, past VYSO attendance, 
number of years in current VYSO orchestra and the instrumental needs of each ensemble, are all important 
considerations. Due to these many factors, it is not unusual for a musician to spend 2 or 3 years in one 
orchestra, before moving up. Every year is different and musical progress will always be supported and 
ongoing.  

In many cases, musicians are unsure of what orchestra to audition for or when to try and move up to the next 
orchestra level. Please consider the following recommendations when considering your VYSO audition.  

1. All musicians must meet the minimum age requirement, for each orchestra.
Debut   8 Junior  9 Intermediate 12 Senior 14

2. Wind and brass players auditioning for the Intermediate Orchestra must meet the age requirement and
have played their instrument for at least 2 years.

3. Two or three years in any VYSO orchestra MAY be the maximum limit, except where extraordinary
circumstances exist.

4. It is recommended that musicians work with their private instructors, to determine an accurate level of
their musical abilities and the most appropriate VYSO orchestra match for them.

5. It is not a prerequisite for musicians to be taking private lessons to audition for the VYSO. It is a
requisite however that all registered members of the VYSO be studying with private music instructor.

6. RCM grades are listed in the VYSO audition material, as a guide to help musicians and teachers
understand the standard of musical ability we expect in each VYSO orchestra. RCM credentials are not
a prerequisite for auditioning or joining the VYSO.

7. VYSO orchestra auditions occur annually in May and June. Further auditions are held during the
summer or during the concert season only when seats are vacant or special situations exist. Audition
results are final and at the sole discretion of the conductors and their adjudication partners.

8. After auditions in May/June unfilled seats will be posted on the VYSO website.

9. All applicants will be notified by email on or before June 30, 2017 and orchestra personnel lists will be
congruently posted on the VYSO website.


